Day 1
SUBJECT: [It’s Open] Done-For-You Funnel Club

BODY:

We’ve finally opened up our Done For You Funnel Club for select students and we’ve chosen YOU to get access!  (LINK->Checkout this video I filmed and activate your account<-LINK)  Now what is this DFY Funnel Club?  …. I am so glad you asked  Here’s what you get:  1. Our team of designers is creating 3 new funnels every single month and loading them up just for you.  There are tons of funnels completely done for you!  2. Monthly “Funnel Building LIVE” training with our team.  You’ll learn how to build your own funnels, optimize funnels and edit funnels from a team of people that cost 5 figures per month…  3. ONLY DURING OUR BETA RELEASE -  We are opening up the “Request A Funnel” option which lets you request what you want our team to build you for the following month!   … yes that means our team of people that would cost you over $10,000 per month is going to be building you funnels and even letting you tell us which ones you need.  (LINK -> Here’s more information<- LINK)  Now we are going to CLOSE THIS DOWN very soon once we reach the number of new students we are comfortable with during this new opening.  We all know that having these funnels is a game changer, but we also know my staff has to support this - so we can’t accept everyone.  The good news is while I am writing this email here I have openings and you can get in….  .. in fact (this is what’s cool) you can get started today for $1  Enjoy!
YOUR NAME
———————————————————————————————————————
Day 2

SUBJECT: We just built you 3 funnels… (look)

BODY:

Hey,

I am beyond excited that we just released our Done-For-You Funnel Club which is absolutely insane!

(LINK->Here’s more information on how we will build you 3 funnels every single month.<-LINK)

The cool thing about this is we build and give you these done for you funnels every
month..

PLUS - we give you live training each month so you can learn to build your own.

… plus if you go here right now and watch my new release video you will see that you
can actually “Request a Funnel” and my team will build it for you.

(LINK->Yes you heard that right “request my team to build you a funnel”<-LINK)

We spend well over $10,000 a month on our team, in fact, to be perfectly honest we
spend far more than that - and you get to use them.

Simply request the type of funnel you want us to build for you and it will be included in
our monthly releases.

You’re probably thinking ok great - but how much is this?

….. and that’s why I am even more excited today about writing this email than ever
before!

(LINK->You can actually start this today for $1<-LINK)

I wanted to make sure you could try this out and see how powerful this really is..

The only catch is this….

I am closing this down as soon as we hit our comfort level of new students.

This is a new service we are offering and I can’t get hammered with 1,000 students
at a time.

I am sure you understand.

(LINK->So go here now and if the buttons are still activated (no guarantees) then that means you can still get in on this<-LINK)

Enjoy!

YOUR NAME
———————————————————————————————————————
Day 3

SUBJECT: Oh stop it - $1? Seriously?

BODY:

Hey,
So I seriously got a message from someone yesterday who saw my email about our new Done-For-You Funnel Club that blew me away.  She said and I quote “ Oh stop it.. seriously?  I don’t believe you that I can do this for $1 today”
(LINK->It was actually kinda funny because ummm this is true?<-LINK)  I can see how it might seem crazy, but for a limited time it’s 100% the truth…  Here’s what you get inside our Done-For-You Funnel Club:  1. Our team of designers is creating 3 new funnels every single month and loading them up just for you.  There are tons of funnels completely done for you!  2. Monthly “Funnel Building LIVE” training with our team.  You’ll learn how to build your own funnels, optimize funnels and edit funnels from a team of people that cost 5 figures per month…  3. ONLY DURING OUR BETA RELEASE -  We are opening up the “Request A Funnel” option which lets you request what you want our team to build you for the following month!   … yes that means our team of people that would cost you over $10,000 per month is going to be building you funnels and even letting you tell us which ones you need.  (LINK->Here’s more information<-LINK)  YOUR NAME
PS: I can’t guarantee that we have openings left as we are closing them down once we hit our comfort level since this is brand new.  If the enroll buttons are on the page - you’re able to join.  (LINK->You can check here<-LINK) 
———————————————————————————————————————
Day 4

SUBJECT: Please activate your account

BODY:

Hey,
Have you activated your Done-For-You Funnel Club account yet?  (LINK->If not please do so here<-LINK)  We are about 48 hours from shutting this down completely and heck we might close down before you finish this email.  People are flying in to take advantage of “done for you” funnels every single month - and why shouldn’t they?  The key to a business (successful one anyway) is a good funnel that converts.  …. that’s always the point that just breaks for people.  NOT ANYMORE…  Our team will build you 3 new funnels every single month plus let you tell us what kind of funnels you need.  (LINK->Stop the madness watch this video now<-LINK)
YOUR NAME
———————————————————————————————————————
Day 5

SUBJECT: Final Chance… closing it down!

BODY:

Hey,
Well I would love to say THANK YOU for making the opening of our Done-For-You Funnel Club so amazing.  (LINK->… we’ve had so many people watch this video it’s crazy<-LINK)  Of course as I have been saying all along there would come a point where we have to close this down.  Today is that day for now…  If you want to be a part of this you’ll need to take immediate action right now.  There’s so many opportunities for you to buy junk online right?  …. I want you to AVOID that 100%  I want you to see how powerful it is when a full blown marketing team (like mine) builds your funnels for you…  … and then trains you every month on how to make them more profitable!  (LINK->Here’s the link to watch my video to you about this<-LINK)  If the big red button is still under the video that means there’s time for you to activate your new account with the rest of our students.  Enjoy!
YOUR NAME

